S2 Methods Tetraphenylbutatriene ([3]Ph) have been synthesized as reported. 1 Pure [3]Ph in powder form was dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM) (Sigma Aldrich) at a concentration of 4 mg/mL, and this solution used for depositing [3]Ph by drop casting.
that was performed in a nitrogen filled glovebox, Au contacts were treated with a pentafluorothiophenol (PFBT, Sigma Aldrich) to give self-assembled monolayer. To do so, the substrates were first plasma cleaned for 5 minutes and subsequently dipped in a PFBT solution (5mmol L 1 in isopropylalcohol -IPA) for 30 min, before rinsing in fresh IPA. The electrical measurements were carried out in a nitrogen filled glovebox on a Wentworth Laboratories probe station with a semiconductor device analyser (Agilent B1500A).
Micro-Raman spectra were taken with a Renishaw Invia spectrometer with 514.5 nm excitation wavelength. SEM picture were taken with a Zeiss Supra 40 field emission microscope. UV−vis spectroscopy was carried out with a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 spectrophotometer with deuterium (180−320 nm) and tungsten (320− 3300 nm) lamps. Solid state absorption spectra were measured using an integrating sphere in order to eliminate the scattering contribution of the sample. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was measured with a grazing incidence (GI-XRD) configuration with a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer. Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 0.154 nm), generator settings: 40 kV and 40 mA. Grazing angle = 2.0°. Acquisition range 3.5 -50°, step of 0.01°, time per step 10 s.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations have been carried out to compute the equilibrium geometry of the [3] Ph molecule and excited states (in a Time Dependent DFT approach). These calculations were run by using the hybrid PBE0 exchange-correlation functional together with cc-S3 pVTZ basis set, as implemented in the Gaussian09. 2 Moreover, Periodic Boundary Conditions DFT calculations have been carried out to predict the spectroscopic properties of crystalline [3] Ph, fully optimizing the cell parameters and the molecular geometry starting from the experimentally available structure and then computing the Raman response. These solid-state simulations have been carried out with the CRYSTAL14 code 3 employing PBE0 functional, a 6-31G(d,p) basis set and introducing also Grimme D2 correction for dispersion interactions.
Supporting information
Figure S1: Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) of Ph [3] . Figure S6 : Left, device active area under polarized light. Bright birefringent areas are related to [3] Ph crystals. Right, corresponding image subjected to a threshold filter above which a grey colour is assigned to the pixels of the covered area, while the complementary red pixels are related to the non-covered fraction. An estimate of the covered area of ~ 60% of the total device area is determined.
Table S1: FET parameters μsat and μlin refer to the mobility extracted in the voltage range showing linearity of the FET characteristics, which is |Id| 1/2 (Vg) above 7.5 V in saturation and Id (Vg) above 5 V in linear regime. Table S3 : 
